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Description 
 
Online banking is facing colorful types of resistance that may hamper its 
relinquishment by consumers. This paper end to identify walls to the origin of 
non-adoption of e banking and to give a better appreciation of online banking 
non relinquishment it's grounded on a check of nearly 150 Tunisians bank 
guests’ non-adopters of e banking. This study identifies three groups of non- 
adopters of online banking postpone opponents and rejecters. The results 
indicate, first, that these groups of non- adopters differ significantly with respect 
to cerebral walls tradition and vision. They punctuate on the other hand that 
functional walls use value and threat has no impact on resistance to e banking. 
The results give directorial counteraccusations for Tunisian directors to more 
outline their customers Online banking is now a new distribution and 
communication channel through which guests can ever conduct colorful 
operations still, despite its numerous advantages,e-banking is still faced with 
walls that decelerate its use. Still, all guests don't reply the same way to these 
walls and different groups’ of non-adopters feel to live. This study is justified 
among other effects, by the fact that resistance to invention relinquishment has 
not attracted important interest of experimenters, in discrepancy to factors of its 
relinquishment. This lack of interest enterprises both developed and developing 
countries Hanafizadeh et al,. 
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Aims of online banking 
 
This study aims at relating the different groups of Tunisian non- adopters of 
banking online and assaying how differences between groups can be explained 
and interpreted. This paper reports the results of a check of 150 private Tunisian 
guests’ burnouts of ebanking to validate our exploration suppositions. We 
assume like Lee et al that differences in geste are identifiable between non-users 
themselves and not between druggie’s andnon-users. Tunisian banks total 22 
that have a banking rate of about 50. The banking system has continued to 
expand, and it's indeed anticipated to reaches the position of an agency for 7000 
occupants. On the other hand, the number of credit cards increased from million 
at the end of December, to cards at the morning of Annual Report 
APTBEF.Likewise, 55 of active Tunisians are holders of a credit card The pace 
of banking robotization has accelerated with the proliferation of ATMs. The 
number rose to 1608 during the first ten months of, against, 409 in December. 
Also, the number of EPT installed in stores increased from, 450 to, 843 units on 
another position, further than 80 of Tunisian marketable banks offerE-B. Also, 
out of a population of nearly occupants, the number of Internet druggies reached 
4.2 million in, representing a penetration rate of 39.1, against, druggies. This 
penetration rate is high compared to the average rate in Africa of15.6 Nasri and 
Charfeddine, 2012 Internet World Stats,. Still, although the force of Tunisian 
banks ine-banking is well developed, the number of druggies of these services 
remains limited Nasri and Charfeddine, 2012. Therefore, there's a need to 
understand the miracle of non-adoption ofe-banking and identify resistance 
factors of Tunisian consumers Resistance takes place when the characteristics 
of an invention conflict with consumer representations. We'll review in the 
following the main walls to the relinquishment of invention and the main types of 
non-adopters. Different experimenters have concentrated on understanding the 
strength of invention and anatomized walls to its relinquishment. Among the 
most notorious, Ram and Sheth linked two types of walls functional walls and 
cerebral barriers Functional walls crop when consumers perceive significant 
changes after the relinquishment of an invention. Ram and Sheth divided 
functional walls in use, value and threat. The use hedge relates to the 
incompatibility of invention with the once consumer gests and habits. Thus, the 
consumer needs a long time to accept it. This hedge relates to ease of use 
including the complexity or similarity to the conception or ease of use associated 
with the technology invention acceptance model, which are two nearly affiliated 
generalities. It corresponds to the most common reason of guests resistance to 
invention Sheth and Ram. Laukkanen et al set up that incompatibility of invention 
with the practices, habits and once gests is an handicap to the relinquishment of 
mobile banking. The value hedge relates to the financial value of an invention 
pertaining to the supposition that if invention doesn't offer a high performance- 
price there's no incitement for consumers to borrow it Ram and Sheth. Lian and 
Yen have argued that the value hedge is the main handicap to consumers’ 
acceptance of invention. Gerrard et al set up that threat is the main factor that 
explains why consumers don't borrow e-banking. 
 In addition, Ram and Sheth linked four types of threat. The first is physical, i.e. 
fleshly or material enterprises essential to invention. The alternate is profitable 
the advanced the cost of invention is, the lesser perceived threat. The third is 
functional invention doesn't work reliably or rightly or it's imperfect. Eventually, 
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the last type of threat is a threat to the social status of the consumer who uses 
online banking that may be affected if the technology is perceived negatively by 
others. Cerebral walls frequently affect from a conflict with consumers ’ previous 
beliefs. They include tradition and image Ram and Sheth. Tradition hedge 
involves changes that invention can induce in consumers’ dailyroutines.However; 
tradition hedge is presumably high, if these routines are important to the 
consumer. Laukkanen et al set up that changing routines involves resistance toe-
banking relinquishment. Image hedge relates to the identity of inventions similar 
as product order, brand and country of origin. However, they reject invention, If 
the consumer has a negative print of the country of origin or brand or the 
product. Laukkanen et al set up that an unfavorable print implies a resistance to 
ebanking relinquishment. Different types of non- adopters of ebanking have been 
linked. Lee, Kwon and Schuman identify two groups of non-users patient non- 
adopters and non- adopters exploring the use of invention. Resistance toe-
banking leads consumers to respond in one of three forms direct rejection 
rejecters, holdback postponers and opposition or opponents Szmigin and 
Foxall.This categorization is grounded on intention of relinquishment Laukkanen 
et al,. This typology has been studied in Tunisia by colorful experimenters 
including Gouia etal.and Abdel Aziz El Badraoui 2011and Mzoughi and Msallem. 


